Research consultation

University Library Bern

Time
Thursday 14:00 – 17:00
with registration (e-mail to Mrs. Scherrer or via library)
without registration:

Place
Institute of Sport Science
Room C 006

Are you writing a bachelors or masters thesis, an article for a scientific journal or preparing a systematic review?

Scientific research consultation
Mrs. Gabriela Scherrer, lic.phil. I, subject librarian for sport science offers researchers and students scientific research consultation:

- Help with research on specific topics
- Use of subject-specific databases
- Knowledge transfer of research strategies
- Support in the work with literature management programmes

Please make an appointment: gabriela.scherrer@ub.unibe.ch

The consultation can also be done via services such as Skype, Zoom or Jitsi.

Information on the events of the University Library Bern
031 631 92 06, pr@ub.unibe.ch, www.unibe.ch/ub